“MOCK” BONNER COUNTY DRUG COURT
AGENDA /MINUTES
November 3, 2015
Judge Buchanan
Active Clients:10
Clients on hold: 1
Name
Jane Doe
Joe Smith

SUBJECT
11/3/15

Applicants: 2
Clients approved:

Intake
10/31/15
11/2/15

Eval
10/18/15
10/30/15

LSI
33
13

Sent.
11/20/15
11/18/15

Stevie V.
12/26/13
Admission: 01/05/14 Grad: 7/5/15
Stevie was ordered to do 400 community service hours and has completed 25 of them
so far. He said that he plans to stretch them out since he has five years probation and
will do 100 a year. He has been unemployed the past three weeks and has not been
doing any of his hours.
ACTION

NAME
SUBJECT
11/3/15

Debbie H.
C/S: 6/5/15
Admission: 02/21/15 Grad: 08/20/16
Doing well. Has completed Relapse prevention and MRT. Has been engaging in sober
activities with her family and friends. Has joined a book club. Great attitude in groups!
ACTION

NAME
SUBJECT
11/3/15

Joe Y C/S: 3/30/15
Admission: 04/07/15
Grad: 10/04/16
Joe is in compliance. He isn’t very engaged and often has to be prompted to
participate in groups. He does better in individual sessions and discloses more
comfortably in this arena.
ACTION

NAME
SUBJECT
11/3/15

Adam J. C/S: ?
Admission: 2/21/15 Grad: 8/22/16
Adam has a positive UA for subutex on 11/2/15. He denied using and stated the test
is “wrong.”
Prior Sanctions: 2/28/15 Postive Etg 2 days SLP
3/10/15 Missed test -7 days testing
3/14/15 Positive ETG 2 days in jail, plus essay on “Why drug
addicts can’t drink alcohol”
4/15/15 Dilute - warning
4/21/15 Positive UA for THC 7 days in jail, increase treatment,
and 30 meetings in 30 days, find a sponsor
5/15/15 Dilute- 2 days on SLP
ACTION

1

Julie W. C/S: 6/08/15

Admission: 07/17/15

Grad: 01/17/17

SUBJECT
11/3/15

Julie is doing well. She is adjusting to groups and her treatment schedule. She
reported feeling “overwhelmed” by all of her new responsibilities.
ACTION

NAME

Sarah W.

SUBJECT
11/3/15

Sarah is coming up on her year next month and has been reflecting on her self growth.
She realizes how much she has changed since entering into Drug Court. She got a new
job at Lite House and is planning on moving into her own apartment in a few months.
She is on step 8 in MRT and stated that it is a tough step but is helping her to achieve
her goals.
ACTION

NAME

Anita W.

SUBJECT
11/3/15

She has been attending all groups and doing well in treatment. Some of her peers are
reporting that she may be “forging” her meeting slips because they rarely see her at any
of the meetings. She also has been forgetting to submit her meeting verification forms
at Drug Court.
ACTION

NAME
SUBJECT
11/3/15

Danny L. C/S: 02/25/14
Admission: 07/03/14
Grad: 01/07/15
Danny appears to be going through the motions in group/individuals. He says all the
right things and is doing the bare minimum. He does not seem to be really engaged and
appears to be solely compliant. There have been a few groups where he has been
acting like he is high or coming down from being high. There are rumors he is using but
is testing clean.
ACTION

SUBJECT
11/3/15

SUBJECT
11/3/15

SUBJECT
11/3/15

C/S:

12/28/14

Admission: 05/01/15

Admission: 5/5/15

C/S:04/17/15

Grad: 11/05/16

Grad: 11/1/16

Charlie N.
C/S: 8/9/15
Admission: 10/03/15
Grad: 04/05/17
Charlie is new and adjusting to groups/individual sessions. He is not working and has
begun community service hours. He has missed at least one group/individual session in
each week over the past three weeks. He has been late to testing and missed a test
on 11/1/15.
ACTION
Chris B. C/S: 9/5/15
Admission: 09/06/15
Grad: 03/02/17
Chris came to treatment and reported that he drank last night. He also called his PO
and DC Coordinator and informed them. He also came in this morning to DC and did an
Etg. He admitted that he was hanging out with old friends and thought he could hang
out without drinking, but thought that one wouldn’t hurt him or show up on an Etg. He
said after having that one, he just continued drinking all night. He reported that he drove
home a few hours after quitting drinking.
ACTION
Teams needs to discuss participants forgetting meeting slips
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